
WRITING A GOVERNMENT BILL

As we go through this template and explain how to write a bill, I want to note that you may not government agency will
oversee the bill and its duties?). 

After being passed by both houses, concurrent resolutions are transmitted to the U. Anyone can write up, or
draft a bill, but only a member of Congress can introduce it. When you have a bill that you want Congress to
consider, writing it up in legal language and presenting it to your representative or senator as a draft is a good
idea. For Dummies: The Podcast. However, the more work that you do for members, the easier it is for them
to work on your behalf. Give a detailed explanation of the costs involved in the bill and finally summarize the
main points and benefits of the bill. Claims against the government. In the House, they are designated H. Joint
resolutions are also used to amend bills already under consideration. Sometimes the House will order a
Presidential bill and its explanatory material to be printed as an official House Document. Your representative
or lawyer can tell you whether that will be the case with any proposal you may make. By writing a bill
proposal, you can present an issue to Congress or your state legislature or city council. Are you aware of any
other states that have tried your proposed solution? Tip: If you are trying to find an Administration bill and do
not know its number, try looking in the Congressional Record for a bill introduced " by request ", or one that
was introduced by the chairman or ranking member of the committee with jurisdiction over the issue involved
for example, the House Ways and Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee have responsibility for
legislation on taxation. However, whenever two members object to a private bill, it goes back to the committee
for reconsideration or is held for further consideration until the next batch of private bills comes up. At the
beginning of the proposal, describe the issue. Immigration issues for example, naturalization, residency status,
and visa classification go to the Judiciary Committee. We strongly suggest that every participant sponsor or
co-sponsor a bill, it makes the weekend much more fun and interesting working to get your bill all the way
through the process. Contrary to what one would expect given the name, it can be proposed in either the House
or the Senate and it goes through the same procedures as a bill and must be signed into law by the president.
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